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You may encounter
many defeats, but
you must not be
defeated.

“
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Foreword
When I accepted the offer from WestWords to
facilitate this group back in August of 2019, little did I
know how different our world would be as we neared
the close of a tumultuous 2020. Lockdown, online
meetings, relocating premises... what a journey it’s
been!
When Hajer from WestWords first approached me I
had experience as a writer and performer and had,
as part of my practice, attended writing groups, so
the offer to be the group’s facilitator intrigued me.
WestWords provided me with the broadest brief,
which in essence was to support and grow a diverse
writing group to their needs with an age range from
21 to… well, let’s keep that between us. There was also
a mix of racial and cultural backgrounds including
Korean, Chinese, Central European and Scottish. We
had a mix of professional and emerging writers of
long form, poetry and short story. Some members
were published and some were about to be. During
the day many of the writers were students, or busily
establishing their professional careers.
Our initial meetings were tentative – we were getting
to know each other, and it quickly became apparent
that an unstructured approach didn’t suit everyone.
Some writers preferred to use the meeting to bring
their work for constructive feedback, while others
would quietly look on and learn by listening.
We had just started talking about the possibility of
an anthology when COVID struck, and I wondered
whether the group would survive. But as it did
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for so many, Zoom came to the rescue, or so we
thought, until it became apparent that the writers,
who in many cases were working from home, were
beginning to struggle, then, just in time, the lifting
of the lockdown!
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I strongly believe that our return led to us solidifying
as a group, with our stories of coming out, cultural
heritage, sexual adventures, and all the other
vital architecture for a queer writer finding fertile
ground. I for one started to feel at home. I became
aware of the impressive risk-taking required,
whatever the genre, in exploring boldly but gently
those childhood, teenage and adult perspectives of
identity. I now passionately believe that as LGBTIQ+
writers, we have so many internal and as external
obstacles, but we must never succumb to our lesser
selves.
As Maya Angelou, the celebrated writer, political
activist and poet, said:
“You may encounter many defeats, but you must not
be defeated”.
I am very grateful to Hajer and Michael from
WestWords, and of the course to the wonderful group
of writers that is slowly developing. I hope this group
will continue to make a lasting contribution to telling
stories that need to be told about Western Sydney.
They have created a space where queer writers can
safely come and share their vulnerabilities, and can
see that confidence spill into their writing.
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WestWords
WestWords is Western Sydney’s Literature
Development Organisation. We provide pathways of
opportunity for the development of Western Sydney
voices through innovative literature and related arts
programs.
We believe literacy, self-expression and creativity
changes lives and communities. WestWords is
committed to providing an environment where the
stories of the communities of Western Sydney and
the places they come from are celebrated.
The guiding philosophy of WestWords is a belief that
the unique perspectives and stories of the Western
Sydney area deserve to be celebrated, developed in
literature and shared with a wider audience.
We believe that engagement with reading and
writing allows young people in particular to develop
their imagination, gives voice to their stories and
experiences, hones skills in written expression
and illustration, and sets them on a trajectory
for life. With a focus on literature, we deliver
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residencies, fellowships, workshops, performances,
presentations and publications. Our partners
include teachers, schools, universities, community
and arts organisations.
In a particularly disrupted and difficult year as we
have had to navigate isolation and uncertainty
we would particularly like to thank Wilfred Roach
for facilitating the group and Hajer al-Awsi who,
as WestWords’ Associate Producer provided the
administrative and management support. Thank
you too to the Aurora Foundation, without whom
we simply wouldn’t be able to run the program.
We would also like to acknowledge Sailor Studio,
who always do such an amazing job for us. Finally,
thank you to all the members of the group, those
who submitted work for this anthology as well as
those who participated over the course of the year,
building the community, strengthening the voices,
encouraging and inspiring your fellow writers with
your feedback to their work and the journey you are
undertaking with yours.

WestWords is proudly supported by

The LGBTQIA+ writers’ group is proudly supported by
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Some men
are islands.
Things you
can get
marooned on.

“
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FINN O’BRANAGÁIN

What are the
islands without
you/
Some men are islands. Things you can get marooned
on. I left my fiancé after thirteen years together. We’d
been together since I was seventeen—my entire
adult life. He had been my constant. The rock I clung
to when the choppy waters of my mental health were
cold and bleak and forcing their way up my nose and
into my mouth, choking me, leaving me in a blank fog
for days at a time. I clung to him even when the rock
became sharp, cutting my hands, grazing my limbs in
the frigid sea air. “Jump off, let go,” my friends called
from their homemade life rafts, when the waters
had calmed a little. I consulted tarot cards daily that
I didn’t quite believe in, and therapists weekly that
I desperately wanted to believe in, looking for signs
that it was the right thing to do. Even if the waters
looked calm, they might not be safe. Growing up
in Darwin, swimming was danger. Swimming was
murky monsoon mangrove water that was teeming
with bacteria in its soupy warmth of indeterminable
depth.
Eventually I willed my legs to stop shaking, and little
by little, I unhooked my fingers from the well-worn
crevices. I let go. I didn’t drown. What had looked
from the rock like an ocean was actually a shallow
man-made lake in a suburb in Perth. I stood there,
algae-bloom-choked water lapping at my ankles,
picked soggy bread chunks from between my toes,
and stepped onto an airplane, as part of an Australian
tour, where I came out to my friends in Hobart.
“Fucking finally,” they laughed and cheered, clinking
thick glasses of cider. “Tasmania is a great place to
be a lesbian,” they said, “it’s shaped exactly like what
you’re looking for.” Thankfully no island is a man.
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I begin searching for queer women in bookshops,
on their shelves and in their aisles, with much more
success in the former. I realise one of my favourite
poets, H.D., is queer as hell. In her lover’s memoirs
H.D. says to her, “You must love. A person, an island,
an idea, but it must be completely and with utter
dedication.”
I think about the idea of loving an island. A literal
island. I read that her lover, Bryher, renamed herself
after Bryher Island in the Scillies. I read that H.D.
and Bryher clung to each other for forty-two-years
when they felt lost at sea, and while they had an open
relationship, they loved each other completely and
with utter dedication, until H.D. died.
I retreat into myself when I step in water. I feel death
waiting for me. I wait for sharp pain and infected
wounds, blood dripping on wet grey sand. Flesh
swelling up around a dirty tooth mark. I turn into a
thin, pale, silent reed. I imagine invisible tentacles
wrapping around my legs. I think of photos in the
NT News of undigested bones being dredged up in
the salt-water muck. In Darwin waters you could be
bitten by sea snakes, stung by jellyfish or cone shells
or stonefish, if you avoided stepping on glass like my
friend Siana did, two middle toes dangling off her
foot as her tanned face turned pale. Two of my exes
had been attacked by crocodiles – one had tried to
gouge its eyes like we’d been taught at swim school,
but had been death rolled, stored in the croc’s
bankside pantry full of rotting carcasses before he
crawled out holding his fractured ribs.
A month after Hobart, I’m still on tour, now in
Brisbane. It is super late. I want to use the sauna, lie
on the expensive sheets, look at the expensive view
that I could never imagine booking for myself, and
drink my cheap wine. None of my friends are awake
to message, but I see that She is online. Of course,
it’s a reasonable hour in Berlin. When I see her tiny
face smiling out of her profile pic, I get that same
tidal rush of feelings that hit me in 2014. I send Her
H.D.’s ‘Circe’ as a “Hello, it’s been four years. Do
you remember me? You live on the other side of
the world now. I am thinking about you.” I love this
poem. I feel like Circe, her panthers, Odysseus, and
the island all at once.
One hundred years earlier, in 1918, Bryher sent H.D.
a letter asking if she could call on her. She had just
read her collection Sea Garden, which was filled with
10

descriptions of wild plants and landscapes, sea gods,
oceans, rock cliffs and flowers.
In the poem, Circe calls out to an assumed Odysseus,
saying she would give up all her power, her queendom
of her coral-fringed island palace, her panthers and
cedar for them now that they’re overseas, so far. So
far, She, in Berlin, leaves me a long drunken party
voice message saying how proud she is of me for
coming out. She’d been out since she was thirteen.
I’m doing it at thirty. Speaking to her makes me feel
like I am standing on a ledge of something tall. The
whole tour I hold my breath, hoping for the ding of a
message from Her.
A year later, we are walking hand in hand in Malta.
A tiny island between Sicily and Tunisia. It’s got 360
Catholic churches crammed into 300 sq. km and
has temples to goddesses that are 1000 years older
than the pyramids. Malta is walking into bars where
an Italian twink with a curled moustache and a voice
like a burlap bag of cigarettes brings us trays and
trays of free tapas with his double-alcohol-recipe
cocktails. While we share a “small” bowl of pasta
bigger than both our heads a couple of young queers
sit next to us, start chatting, and take us to their
favourite hidden ‘locals’ beach where they hunted
octopus with spears as kids. One young lesbian, also
a writer, tells us about hiding hand-holding with
her girlfriend even inside her car because of what
people might think, and wearing rainbow socks as
her quiet rebellion. I feel sad and oblivious; reminded
that I unthinkingly carried all my straight privilege
of public affection right into this new relationship,
despite watching Her Google “is Malta OK for gays?”
before we booked our tickets. Even though Malta
topped The Europe Rainbow Index for LGBTIQ+
travel destinations in 2019 (fourth year in a row) I
am reminded that things are different for you when
you’re a tourist. Some places are easier to move
through when you’re obviously different and you
don’t know the politics and what people are thinking,
and you can leave. When you live on an island, as the
girl with rainbow socks says, “there’s nowhere to
hide.”
Bryher took H.D. to hide on the mostly uninhabited
Scilly Islands in June and July in 1919 – exactly 100
years before We are in Malta.
On the Scillies they were free to wear trousers, hold
hands and love one another. It was a breather from

a world that would have labelled them “hysterical”
and had them institutionalised or expected them to
commit suicide if they were discovered. They swam
and explored caves and rowed. They started writing
again after clenching around the war and their
worries. They wrote poems and books and letters, a
swirling dialogue to each other about how they can
never be seen, about how, as Bryher said, they were
“outwardly telling lies/ inwardly without swerving or
doubt–.” In this time, they had to just be “constant
companions”. They were living in a hangover from
the Victorian era where lesbians did not exist and
were punished if they did. To be in love would have
been a disaster. H.D. wrote about wanting to “to wait
for the sea, to drown, not to re-enter the desolation
she had left.”
They wrote love poems languid and lyrical and erotic,
translated and adapted Sappho and her Aphrodite
as if they were them. They wanted to pretend that
if they had lived 2500 years before, maybe then they
could have j u s t b e e n.
In the fragments of poems, we have left from
Sappho, we see glimpses of her. Longing, jealous,
suffering from lovesickness. She wrote nine volumes.
She was honoured for 900 years after she died, and
out of an estimated 10,000 lines, all we have left is
one poem, and scraps and quotes and descriptions.
Early translators made her poems heterosexual.
Christians tried to erase her. Her books, which
were mostly about loving women, were destroyed
somewhere between the 2nd and 11th century, and
since then, various scholars would have made Queen
Victoria proud by spending exhausting amounts of
hours insisting that she wasn’t queer, only showing
“friendly affection,” or that if she was, she never
acted on it, and killed herself over a man who refused
her (all spurious). She was one of the first poets to
write from the first person. She writes “I desire”
and “I crave.” She writes “you set me on fire.” She
writes, “Love shook my senses/ like wind crashing on
mountain oaks”.
She and her island gave us the word lesbian. And
they have been coming to holiday on Lesbos in
droves since the 70s, drawn to its history, and the
feeling that there they could j u s t b e in a way they
couldn’t in their own countries. For the locals it’s
been a winding timeline of misogynistic homophobia,
excitement for the tourism dollars and enormous
affection for the couples that often return year after year.
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From far above,
I watch myself
glide through the
water towards Her.

“
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Despite this, in 2008 some people of Lesbos brought
a court case against Greece’s LGBTIQ+ community
for using the name lesbian because it “violates their
human rights,” is “insulting” and “disgraces them
around the world”. And even though they lost the
case, I imagine the letters, the flyers, the signatures,
“it causes daily problems to the social life of Lesbos’s
inhabitants.”
I remember that the worst thing you could be called
in high school was a dyke. I remember telling myself
to stop it, stop it! whenever I looked too softly at a
girl in class.
I have to tell myself to breathe when I put my face
underwater. Even with the snorkel I hyperventilate
and hold my breath and my bones feel frozen in the
warm water. Every bit of coral or fish or seaweed
looks like it’s hiding fangs. The last time I had gone
swimming, in Perth, my ex had swum off and left
me for hours. I tried to avoid plumes of visible and
invisible jellyfish, choking up water into the snorkel
every time I had felt the sharp sting of one brushing
up against the skin of my legs and back. “They’re
harmless,” he’d scoffed when I had pointed them
out before he jumped in, covered head to toe in a
wetsuit. Harmless, but hurting.
This coral is not hiding fangs. This fish is scared of
me. I tell myself to breathe, to calm, to feel my body
float. I tell myself to look for details that will tell me
I’m doing the right thing.
I see red and rainbow fish dart in and out of a forest
of kelp.

My heart is clenched but in the mirror, I can see that
I’m moving so smoothly now.
I see an unexploded missile. How are we allowed
to swim so close to this? Do they know about it? I
remember the story of Malta becoming the most
bombed place on Earth in WWII. Six thousand seven
hundred tonnes of bombs rained down on this
harbour we are swimming in right now. And maybe
we are right above one of them. I feel my heart
clamber up my snorkel and feel my wide warm legs
start to shrivel into reeds, but She holds my hand
in the blue light, and we watch the octopus change
colour and camouflage and slide across the craggy
wall, one black star-eye on us at all times. Her hair
floats up like a mermaid and I see her smile around
the snorkel-mouth. The light changes her skin to
a white wood colour, her high breasts in sea foam
grey, like H.D.’s Helen, carved on a ship’s prow,
dashing across the oceans, towards Circe maybe.
When she holds my hand, I feel like time stands still.
I know the underwater bomb won’t explode today.
I stop holding my breath and can draw in long slow
mouthfuls of air under water. I hope that the fish
come closer, that they don’t notice me, that I can
swim along with them. The fringed coral waves to
me in the current.
The water around Circe’s island was clear blue, then
red coral, then grey. They would have cut their feet
trying to get to her. Circe turned men and trees and
panthers into their true selves with a glance, with
a touch, with a word. Her sea magic called them in
from the far reaches of the ocean.

Someone has dropped a sun-shaped mirror into the
ocean – an accident, or some kind of spell to keep
the wave after wave of invaders out?

Before the poem starts she had been banished from
Mount Olympus, where she could look down from all
sides as she watched her dad fly the sun across the
sky. She mixed flowers and plants into potions and
poisons. The gods saw this – saw her shimmering
goddess mask fall from her face and the woman, the
witch underneath. The first witch, who changed the
shape of people and gods into how she saw them.
They saw that her magic was a different shape to
theirs. They thought that she had been pretending
to be something that she wasn’t, that she wasn’t like
them after all. She was cast to the island—alone. She
clung to her plants and called everything she needed
into her. There she could be exactly who she was.

From far above, I watch myself glide through the
water towards Her and the octopus.

Two years earlier I was still on my rocky island,
planning our wedding; a ritual to soak up the poison

I see a pink crab march across the rim of a tiny cave.
A yellow flick of a silver tail.
I panic a little when I realise, I can’t see Her and turn
around; She is waving, looking for me, pointing at an
octopus, clinging to a sea wall.
I swim over a trench to get closer.

of the text messages I found on his phone and my
own growing feeling of my bride-to-be face pulling
further and further away from me . It was 2017 and
Marriage Equality had just passed in Australia. It was
weeks after the bittersweet crowded jubilation of
the initial poll results came in and it was on the news,
as it was being translated into smug parliamentary
action. I stood on the wide-shallow amphitheatre
in Northbridge on the way to work and began ugly
crying as it played out on the big screen in the
cultural centre. Somehow there was no one around
in this magic trick that Perth can pull from time to
time in the middle of the city. The announcement
from ABC News bounced off the library and theatre
walls. I didn’t feel happy for my friends. I felt like
someone whose skin was peeling off. The wedding
that I’d been putting off “until marriage equality,
because it’s fair” suddenly loomed real, inevitable
and binding. I felt my insides shift into a new shape. I
felt more and more like I was pretending to be what
I’d built my life to look like.
We’re still in Malta for Our 1-year anniversary and
our sweet waiter at dinner has such thick eyelashes
and brings us surprise cake covered with sparklers.
While pouring us more wine he explains how
he hates the Maltese accent, that the language
sounds “so angry” when they “just want to be very
friendly.” We laugh and tell him that the Australian
accent sounds very friendly when often they are so
angry. I think about the lead up to the plebiscite,
hearing people on the radio and TV, the flyers in
my letterbox saying such awful things so calmly. In
Perth, where She visited me six months earlier. We
were consistently harassed in a way we never had
to think about in Malta. In Perth we were followed
shouted at to “kiss!” in bars and in restaurants and
as we were walking down the street by packs of loud
drunk men who would walk too close to us, putting
their hands on us. I learned to look over my shoulder
before putting my arm around Her as we walked, but
quickly forgot again in the polite German streets.
H.D. and Bryher came home to London as the Second
World War slowly marched in from the horizon.
During the Blitz, where London was bombed for 57
nights non-stop, she unravelled, compelled to walk
the bombed-out streets of her London home, where
pavement had melted.
Today our wars don’t have names. They are called a
“conflict”, or “crisis”. We still have refugees fleeing
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persecution. The isle of Lesbos sees around 600 new
refugees each day. There are nearly 16,800 people
living in a camp built for less than 3000. There has
been a fire and there are riots. People are dying
and desperate. I think the LGBTIQ+ refugees have it
worst. Some of them are leaving countries where they
face the death penalty or vigilante lynch mobs for
homosexual behaviour. They live in fear of war and of
the people who have fled the war. They are now being
screened to see “how gay they are” and if they can be
moved . The people waiting for them at their tents also
want to see how gay they are.
The Moria refugee camp is in Mytilene, the capital of
Lesbos, where Sappho spent most of her life. Sappho
and her family were exiled to Syracuse for ten years,
for political reasons. The Sicilians built a statue of her
in the town hall. They were thrilled to have her there
H.D. travelled to Vienna to start therapy with Sigmund
Freud, which Bryher paid an exorbitant amount for.
With him she argued about his ideas about women
until WWII stopped their sessions, She began
obsessing over mysticism, astrology, tarot cards and
numerology. She was looking for a sign for the right
thing to do.
My own various therapists were a lucky dip of whoever
was free or affordable depending on the year and
state I was living in. One doctor nonchalantly told
me that my anxiety and depression was because of
my sexuality; that being same sex-attracted meant
that I was simply “not whole.” One was shocked with
disbelief that I had not been sexually assaulted as a
child; “I guess it is possible that you haven’t been…
sometimes, not often, people can be gay even without
this kind of sexual trauma.”
Our apartment is in Schöneberg, which directly
translates to pretty city. It is arguably the first gay
neighbourhood in the world. It is enfolded in the
Rote Insel, the so-called “red island” of historically
left-leaning voters, which also can only be accessed
by bridge, as all around it is cut by trenches for train
tracks.
We’re living in the same suburb as the LesbischSchwules Stadtfest, the largest queer street festival in
Europe. It is bright, loud and joyful. We have a dance
in front of an amazing DJ while a group of angry butch
lesbians gather to tell off a partygoer for bringing his
scared little dog into a heaving dance party. We watch
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Querplattler, an adorable queer troupe of traditional
Bavarian slap-dancers, and lick our labia-shaped
raspberry liquor-infused ice-block as a nervously
giggling guy crawls into a homemade cage at the
dungeon stall, while his girlfriend laughingly takes a
photo; the leather daddy helping him in pretends to
throw the keys into the crowd.
On that same street is a Stolperstein (stumbling
stone), a project that puts small brass squares in front
of houses where people were arrested and killed by
Nazis. They are all over Germany. One on this street
is a Stolperstein remembering Otto Hampel, who
was arrested and interrogated by the Gestapo for
homosexuality, unnatural fornication, in 1937 and
was killed in a gas chamber in 1940. Around 100
thousand people were arrested by the Nazis for
being gay. 50 thousand were sentenced, and up to 15
thousand were put into camps. They were tortured
and experimented on, and leading scholar Rüdiger
Lautmann estimates around sixty percent of them
were then murdered. Before WWII, Bryher wrote and
published about what people could do to protect art
and science from fascism and helped rescue over 100
Jewish artists and psychoanalysts and their families
before fleeing her Swiss home herself.
I haven’t been able to properly see the Berlin Memorial
to the Murdered Gays of the Holocaust because the
time I went to look, it had been vandalised. It’s a tall
cement block with a little window, which is supposed
to look into a video of two men kissing—it had been
spray-painted over. There were bunches and bunches
of flowers and messages of solidarity in front of it
when the news broke about the vandalism.
One night after a regular dinner at our friends’ house,
a room full of queers and our token straight arts
worker laughing and cheering at RuPaul’s Drag Race,
dressed in our winter jackets, full of wine and warmth
ran down the stairs to the U-Bahn station that will take
us home, we see a home-printed sign “Homosexuelle
aufgepasst!” My meagre command of German does
not include the word aufgepasst. “What are they
saying about us?” I laugh. She leans in to read it, a
sharp breath in. “It says two gay guys were stabbed
here last night. The police are investigating. It’s saying
to watch out for each other.” I grip her hand tighter.
I kiss her face as she grimaces. “I won’t let go of your
hand even if I see a knife,” I say. She pulls away, serious.
“You will. You will keep yourself safe. I would die if
anything happened to you.” H.D. wrote “What are the

islands to me/ if you are lost–”
When I read Sappho and H.D. I feel like I’m reaching
back in time to them. I can’t know how they are really
feeling or what they are really thinking, and in the
case of Sappho, we don’t know for sure anything
about her except what she wrote, but when I read
their words, I think of the breath in their mouth,
the warmth of their smile. I look at their photos and
sculptures and think of their fingers stroking their
lover’s palm.
It’s March 2018 and I step onto the tarmac in Perth,
the hot dry wind ruffling the fake fur on the hood of
the winter coat I am holding ready for that Berlin
chill. I have decided to emigrate. I’ve quit my job, I’ve
sold my furniture, I’ve put my old life into boxes that
are stored in my uncle’s shed. I’ve agonised about
which books to bring with me. I worry about finding
books in English. I am moving to a new country
where I don’t know anyone or speak the language, in
a different hemisphere, for a new relationship, and I
don’t have a job lined up.
I am standing on the open waters edge. I can’t see
the bottom, but I know it is deep. It is still the easiest
plunge I’ve ever taken.
On the plane I take one last look at my phone to text
Her, “I’m on my way to you! See you tomorrow! I
can’t believe I’ll actually get to hold you,” and I see
the first personalised ad for my new life, a lesbianonly cruise around the Mediterranean. I bet H.D. and
Bryher would have loved that, and Sappho would
have absolutely been in heaven—a floating island of
women loving women.

Finn O’Branagáin
An award-winning writer, director and dramaturg,
Finn makes work that is urgent, personal and political.
Drawn to myth and symbols, her feminist and
research-based work, often for physical performers,
puppets or interdisciplinary ensembles aims to
make the audience complicit in the experiences they
have in the theatre, and to be the start of a robust
conversation that spills out from the foyer and into
the streets.
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predictable text
1

there is no blueprint [the machine is scared —
what does it mean to be free? to want? what

C

does it mean to be more than lines? to be
the architect? to be as brainless as the jelly
fish, to float on the whims of the sea? to not
predict the text, database empty, sorry we
could not find any matches _you must make
your own_ snickers the engine] for what i

2

offer: on offer: a body: a history: a future :
how’s the performance? unwrap me from
the curtains. meet me backstage. my understudy.
under-prepared. our adlibs going over
heads. no fourth wall. we enter through the
trap door. a future exit : a history of poison :
a ghost : on offer : offer : me : some water

3

spilled spilt split

lip

; banana

;

; at

; the

milkshake

[edited]
the

; stick ;

in

; mud ; [end] spilled ;

drink ;

my

; dear

;

[edited]

; you

; have ;

a

;

taste ; in
[end]
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lip

;

music

T

A

B

L
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4

playing [ shy | bars | (return) coquette dark
eyes skirting aside | a part in { the logic of
dictionaries } | chords { the red imprint of
steel thread on your fingers / i’ll allow it } |
with my { clarification needed } | - - - - - - - - | at home | away | games | (return)
{ clarification needed } | with { me / your
self / pronoun} | hard to get { obtain / understand
} | with words | with the text | around ]

5

the area. or is it the arena? sweet prince, beware
necklace-wire blades, impressed as they
are with the hard fruits of the earth. i’ll not bid
thee angels — i minister the living and sing for
the birds. blood cures not the poisoned sea,
gold hangs not upon the heads of the [illegible]

Fare thee well. [Exeunt]

Gloria Guo
Gloria is a nonbinary Chinese person born and raised
on the land of the Eora Nation/Sydney. They are
currently studying Politics at the University of New
South Wales.
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A boy and a
star fall in
love. He looks
up; it is there,
smiling.

“

SUJITH KUMAR

The life of
things
April 2003 – Leaves.
I feel compelled to pluck a leaf from the Japanese
bamboo tree in the balcony of my parents’ room. The
only person in my high school drama club who ever
spoke to me on the phone just leapt to his death, and
I need something to attempt to help me negotiate
life without him. The leaf serves as a transitional
object, a comfort object or “security blanket,” that
helps me prod at the numbness that has a habit of
accompanying loss. I hold the leaf. I speak to it and
carry it wherever I go, in my shirt pocket or my pencil
case. Until, I leap across the thresholds between
confusion, numbness, and resignation of the fact
that he will never be able to respond.
December 2003 – Discs/God.
A boy and a star fall in love. He looks up; it is there,
smiling. It leaks into his eyes and forms pools of
twinkling light, and all is well until he realises that it is
no star but a crashing comet.
I am aged 15 and seven-twelfths. I have fallen for
a straight classmate from my all-boys-rugbyworshipping Church of England high school. The
shock of the new–of an emotion I had not experienced
or expected–overwhelms me, and his silence fills me
with anguish. As an agnostic, I surprise myself by
beginning to imbue life into a formless imaginary,
what people around me call god. I have willed what
didn’t exist before into a person/thing into whom/
which I now empty myself. I am blurred by mist, and
every breath betrays a sudden sob that punctuates
my sighs and hurts the paper throat that I use to sing
god’s grace.
I listen to CDs of church pop music, the people at
school say that believing in Christ creates miracles,
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and I desperately want to believe that they are
right. A few months later, I get a grip on myself and
life begins to ebb into normalcy, moving from the
intensity of harsh ocean currents to the crests and
troughs of delicate beach waves. My best friend,
hurt and frustrated, has had enough.
“You’d never understand,” I say, my words like
daggers aimed at his throat, I wanted nothing
more than to silence him. What does he know of
unrequited love?
He shoots back, “Your pain is nothing to a mother
who has lost her only child.”
I am stunned, but I need that. Months follow. I write
my O-levels, the national high school examination,
and try my best to douse the embers of yearning.
But the uncertainty of human intimacy sticks to me
like napalm that is hard to scrub off.
My relationship with intimacy is characterized
by distance. I am always on an excursion, and
never know where I will be based more than a few
months in advance. People come and go, forming
intimate connections in the knowledge of imminent
departure leaves my heart in a constant dull ache. I
have come to regard being intimate as participating
in destruction, the breaking down of barriers,
the decimation of private space, the shredding of
independence. But this does not mean suffering
is the antipode to pleasure. The recognition and
experience of suffering can be liberating; the more
you suffer the less you stand to lose, or you feel like
a martyr, fighting and dying for what you believe is
right. Indeed, the cartography of desire is an everelusive, evolving, and enigmatic science. I don’t
know if I can ever understand it. Isn’t finding love
ultimately a process of searching for someone who
can hurt us more deeply? In other words, to crave
love is to crave suffering. I yearn to suffer, and yet,
because of that, I do not want it.
August 2008 – Love.
I am an office volunteer at Greenpeace Australia
Pacific. This trip, an overseas internship as part of
my polytechnic diploma studies, is a revelation – I
just attended my first rally (on climate change,
unsurprisingly), am working with persons from
all over the world, have begun dating for the first
time in my life, and am exploring new hobbies (e.g.,
photography and barista skills). What strikes with
me most was that for the first time in my life I feel
accepted for all that I am; it does not matter that I
am brown or queer or have tragic sartorial taste.
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Here, I feel wanted and desired, I feel human, and I
feel that it is possible for me to feel hopeful, happy
and whole. Is this what it feels like to breathe? As I
walk through Oxford Street with its City of Sydney
rainbow flags, safe space stickers and gay-friendly
cafés, I cannot stop grinning and my heart feels like
it’s always on the verge of exploding. It baffles me
that a government can be so accepting towards its
LGBTQ+ residents. Although I am not a citizen in the
legal sense, I fit in and belong in Sydney more than
I ever have all my life in Singapore, and I feel like I
finally have a place and purpose.
June 2009 – Planes.
I am a gangly, conflict-averse 21-year-old who just
got conscripted into the army after graduating
from media school. A few weeks ago, not knowing
what to expect, I was ferried off to Pulau Tekong,
a Singaporean offshore island specifically used as
a basic military training base, and soon realized
that my fears were not completely unfounded. I
constantly feel awkward and anxious, and it doesn’t
help that I share a room with five straight men who
are whining over not being able to masturbate
(which is, interestingly, referred to as da feiji – or “hit
the plane” – in Mandarin Chinese, the main language
used by the soldiers in my unit). While I get barked
at by drill sergeants the entire day, I train my eyes
on the planes flying to and from the airport across
the sea. I look at them benignly as we march under
the punishing heat, for they remind me that the
“real world” isn’t too far away. My thoughts are like
jet planes scrambling to get places, and my pocket
notebooks continue to be scorched by my pen.
“What are you keep writing about?” my curious
section mate asks. Clearly, I haven’t been as
surreptitious as I’d imagined.
“Everything,” I respond, and hasten to write about
our awkward, slightly embarrassing exchange,
verbatim, tilting the book at an angle (or at a thirtydegree plane) so that he cannot see.
I probe the sky in the quest for escape, just like I
search the eyes of the hurting men I embrace for
signs of hurtling planes. I continue what I’ve done
from my high school days: visiting airline websites
where I spend hours keying in departure and arrival
dates to the various cities I imagine visiting, studying
ticket prices, and fantasising being a flight attendant
who goes to faraway places. I do these in an effort to
escape from a world from not too long ago, where
I was thrown into a dustbin, spat at and called a
“fucking faggot.” I do these to enter a world where

I would feel beautiful instead of scarred, where I can
fly instead of sink.
May 2011. Gifts.
It is my birthday, and my fellow soldier-buddies at the
tank battalion throw me a surprise birthday party.
I do not know how to react. Gifts always provoke
within me intense anxiety; perhaps it’s because I feel
undeserving of love, or because I can’t shake the idea
that gifts have lives of their own. They almost always
come with obligations and keeping them without
further action (of reciprocity, for instance), puts one
at risk of being affected or even infected by the spirit
of the object. When exchanging gifts, we develop
and maintain relationships. This is a form of affection,
which is attachment, which is suffering. “It seemed
like you weren’t interested,” confided the organizer
of the party, my only person-of-colour friend in the
battalion. Despite my fear of hugs, I hold him and tell
him that he is mistaken. He isn’t convinced. I guess I
am feeling especially anxious because I am not used
to being the center of attention, and there is no way
that I can reciprocate what they have done. My term
in the army will end in a month, before I fly to New
York City for graduate school. I wish my brother was
standing beside me now. He always tells me what to
do when people do nice things. “Say thank you,” he’d
say, and I’d obey. But he is now ill, and so far away.
March 2015. Winter.
This has been quite a winter. The stars shiver and
creep away from view, as if anxious that the ice
would extinguish their being, as if fearful that the
ever-growing buildings in this urban sprawl would
one day pierce them.
I have lived in fear my whole life, and have always
yearned for acceptance. I am nearing my 30s and
much has changed. I refuse to pluck leaves on
principle, have tired of planes (for I travel in them
too often), am not religious (I have, in my peaceful
numb solitude, a newfound religion, where I will feel
neither hurt nor fear), and no longer listen to CDs
(does anyone, these days?). I am getting slightly
better at accepting gifts (though this still makes me
deeply uncomfortable); a grateful resignation has
replaced fear. And I somehow find myself studying
at Harvard, despite almost failing out of high school
and dropping out of post-secondary courses thrice.
Yet, despite much having changed, I am still in a
constant state of transition, though places have now
taken the place of objects. A classmate challenges
me, “Why do you assign meanings to objects if only to
throw them away?” But I haven’t thrown them away
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– how could I, if I never really owned them? These
places and things are not mine to throw. They are like
the moon – transitional, yet always there. They have
allowed me to cross thresholds. The leaf that held
me through death has become fertilizer, the CDs
that accompanied me during my first heartbreak
have been recycled, and the planes that sustained
my sanity in the army now shuttle me across oceans
and seas. Singapore, Sydney, New York, Vermont,
Kunming and now Cambridge – these places, where
I’ve lived, are memory repositories; though I’m
always moving, they are always there. Always there,
like my imaginary childhood friend Thunderbolt who
visited (and still sometimes visits) during full moon.
Always there, like the moon whose light I will try to
catch in my brown, winter-beaten palms tonight.
October 2017. Accommodation.
I’ve only just arrived in Sydney. Desperate in my
search for accommodation I move into the only
option still available, the overpriced universityaffiliated graduate student apartments. It’s welcome
evening, and a long-term resident, a lanky white
Australian engineering PhD student with blue eyes
and brown hair asks me what I’m researching as we
pick at the catering on offer. Eager to make friends, I
enthusiastically tell him I’m intending to explore the
experiences of minority ethnic young queer people
in Sydney, and he looks at me, scoffs dismissively
and asks, “So they got a non-Australian to study
Australians, huh?” I freeze into a polite smile for one
more second, not knowing know how to react other
than to gaze at him, my marble smile cold against his
simmering alabaster smirk, and I evacuate to take
my seat. A few seconds later my mind drowns with
possible responses and pithy rejoinders. The best
responses always come a few seconds too late.
Fast-forward a few weeks, and I decide to attend
one of the “Talking with God” events, meant for
residents to explore (Christian) faith and God with
an invited learned guest. I have deeply missed being
at divinity school where I spent two wonderfully
provocative and healing years, and am eager
to find myself again in the company of curious,
progressive and motivated justice-oriented scholars
and practitioners. The topic for tonight’s group is
honour and shame. At this point, Australia is in the
middle of the marriage equality postal survey, so
the conversation naturally moves to that. Our guest,
a missionary, takes aim at Foucault, not just on the
merit of his work (with which I get the sense he is
more than somewhat unfamiliar) but on the French
poststructuralist’s sadomasochistic same-sex sexual

practices. The Dean of the college then brings up
the “Love is love” tagline used by many supporters
of marriage equality, which elicits some laughter.
At this point it becomes clear why the apartment
complex does not have a single rainbow flag or any
mention of the postal survey despite parts of the
university being festooned with markers of support.
After the event I go up to my room, close the door,
and lock myself in the closet of my thoughts. The
irony doesn’t escape me—here I am, pushing 30 and
doing a PhD in one of the gayest cities in the world
after a decade researching and working on diversity
and inclusion, and I’m shrouded in my room like a
child. I can’t help but feel like an interruption not
just to the missionary’s homiletical moment but also
like an aberration in my current home, and wonder:
can we ever emerge from the folds of old wounds?
My thoughts drift to memories of Sydney I had as an
intern, where I marvelled at the rainbow flags along
Oxford Street and had someone say, “I like you,” for
the first time in my life as he unabashedly squeezed
my hand in public and leaned in to taste me. My heart
exploded then, but now it lay along with the romantic
ideals I had held of Sydney, shattered.
August 2019. Auburn Central.
It’s a cold August night. We are on our way back to
my place in Auburn after getting some bubble tea,
and we pass countless yellow and brown bodies like
ships in the night. Up ahead, near a bench, an older
white man stares at me, his body like a lighthouse
poised for a warning.
And then, suddenly, he spits, “You buttfuckers! Go back
to where you came from!” I furrow my eyebrows for a
moment and then break into a grin. How did he know
our little secret? Weren’t we surreptitious enough?
To my left my partner, an Asian-Australian who’s
deaf, looks at me confused, “What did he say?”
I turn to face him so that he could read my lips.
His eyes widen with amusement and he smiles. Up
ahead of us and across the road a tall African woman
with skin so dark that it’s almost blue is walking
down the street. The man notices her and calls her
“dirty scum”. The woman throws her head back
and then forward in laughter, claps, tells the man
he’s on crack and continues laughing as she walks
down the street. The man mumbles to himself and
looks lost, confused and unsure as to where go. It’s
almost as if he no longer recognises the world in
which he currently lives and is tortured about his
place within it. As I pensively push a few beads of
tapioca from my drink against the roof of my mouth,

I am softly reminded of two words uttered by the
former member for Auburn, one of Australia’s most
multicultural communities: White Flight.
October 2020. Cloaked.
I’m 32 now. 17 years have passed since the first
entry, and my 15-year-old self would not have been
able to fathom the adventures he would go on and
the people he would meet. I now proudly wear my
resilience like a cloak, one made of the braiding of the
scabs of ethnic and sexual difference, of a thousand
sighs, sorrows, joys, disappointments, anger, hope,
loss and love. These braids could unravel without
warning, making me question my right to exist and
participate in specific spaces, but they are truly
and wholly mine. These are the things that remind
me of how far I have come. And, as I sit here in the
middle of a norm-shifting pandemic, ensconced in
my room on campus, all of us standing (apart) under
Covid-19’s heavy shroud, I’m feeling closer to people
than ever before. Conversations have become less
fleeting and more intentional—at least for this
moment. We emotionally unmask ourselves for a
sense of connection, as the winds of local corruption
scandals, the US-American elections and AustraliaChina relations billow around us. We talk about what
matters to us: friendship, friendship, vulnerability
and authenticity, and yearn for a time when we can
safely take turns arresting and freeing each other
under the covers. We talk about Black Lives Matter
and the Djab Wurrung trees. We talk about our aging
parents, our video dates, our friends who can finally
participate in activities they were denied before on
account of their disabilities or financial situation.
We no longer talk so much about toilet paper, and
interestingly, none of us talk about wanting to go
back to simpler times because those times were
never simple for people like us. As we strip off the
layers of camouflage that got painted on since
childhood, we marvel at the fact that we are here,
bare, alive, and hopeful.

Sujith Kumar
Sujith Kumar Prankumar is a PhD student in
citizenship and belonging at the Centre for Social
Research in Health, UNSW Sydney. He grew up
in Singapore, lived in the USA and now considers
Australia home.
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/ compass : cog \
\\ . . . with this haywire heart for a compass,
i learn to dance in the city.
it’s full of teeth, but so am i —
i’m not afraid to run or fight when
i walk the wrong way,
catch a bus in the opposite direction,

C

miss my stop on the train,
get lost in the machine . . . //
\\\ a cog says: i refuse to be consumed. i would rather
work. i will not be worn down. if i break, it will be
spectacular. expect fire, expect
noise. a riot. smoke rising,
ashes coming alive. expect me to burn,
expect conflagration, expect me to
spread like disease, ///
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: call me a trouble maker.

:

: call me if you’re angry,

:

: call me if you want to talk to someone,

:

: call me if he makes you feel unsafe,

:

: call me if you want to kill yourself —

:

: this doesn’t have to be a pyre,

:

: there’s still water left in us.

:

O
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Music plays as
crescendos and
decrescendos,
energy and ennui,
as does politics.

“

CAMERON MCPHEDRAN

Fraught beginnings,
endless strength:
Eva Maria Klara
Hanzmann
Eva Maria Klara Hanzmann (neé Schnoor) was born
on the ninth of July 1927 and passed away on May
second 2019—a month shy of her 93rd birthday.
Eva Maria Klara was my Omi. Yet she was more than
this: a mother; grandmother; great-grandmother;
wife; family matriarch; draftswoman; Lutheran;
swimmer; talented cook; giver of generous hugs;
haircuts; disbeliever in climate change; ardent
believer in recycling; lover of my parent’s dog (my
“sister” Ella); and, woman with a strong will and
seemingly unending affection.
The early years
Eva grew up in Goldberg in the German province of
Silesia. Today, her town of birth has been renamed
Złotoryja, in present day Poland. Despite suffering
from physical afflictions in early childhood, Eva
became a talented swimmer, achieving recognition
at a regional level. She came from a family of four
children and two parents.
The family enjoyed leisure and comfort, both of
which were not particularly common at the time.
Owners of a soap factory, they were Goldberg’s
wealthiest family. Elsewhere, between the wars,
Europe was in rupture. What we would today frame
as pogroms and state sanctioned inhumanity, then
may have been experienced as a creeping loss of
security and hope.
Music plays as crescendos and decrescendos,
energy and ennui, as does politics. Fascism across
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the Old Continent was reaching its crescendo as
Eva left childhood to become a moral being. The
Kristallnacht (“Night of Broken Glass”) killings of
November 9 and 10 1938 shattered any final notion
of fragile peace in Germany. Jews were murdered,
authorities legitimised these killings, and the
pathway to World War Two had gathered pace. No
one was safe.
The crucible
Like the rest of Germany, Eva indeed was not safe.
By the late 1940s, Eva had lost her home and much
of her kin. Her father was sent to Sachenhausen and
then to Dachau Concentration Camp where he was
killed. Eva lost her mother and a sister to illness, and
her German citizenship.
Whilst Eva was not Jewish, fascism’s crescendo was
unabating. Still a girl, upon visiting a hairdressing
salon and witnessing a Jewish girl being denied
service, Eva left the salon in protest. Her father
inhabited the same spirit: he had met his death
adorned with a black triangle, deemed “antisocial” by the Third Reich. The life-changing, family
uprooting event had occurred in Goldberg where
drunken Nazi soldiers were taunting Jewish people,
he intervened challenging their belligerence. The
next day, soldiers came to his door and took him
away. Protest was fruitless.
Tragic letters from Eva’s younger sister Renata to
her father in Dachau have been recovered. During
the war Renata took ill, and she died of tuberculosis
aged around ten years old wishing and pleading for
her father to return home. Eva’s mother also died of
tuberculosis, and so she was left without both her
parents and a sibling within a few short years.
As the 1940s faded, Eva moved from Goldberg
to Landshut in southern Germany where some
remaining family members such as her uncle lived.
There she met her husband, Charles Hanzmann, my
“Opi.” Hungarian-German, Charles was hardworking
and forthright, and came from a wealthy family of
wine merchants in Budapest. He was persistent and
thoughtful. Charles and Eva became life partners.
Some of our most prized family possessions are
the story entries of Charles recurrently visiting
Eva and convincing her and her family of his love.
These yellowed pages adorned with cursive text
and elegant images can be found in my parents’
home. Eva’s uncle was a lawyer and wrote them
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with illustrations that would eventually pay early
testament to a marriage of over sixty years.
As it was, the fabled couple were forced to leave
Germany. Without many of their German family
alive, any economic or social resources, and being
marked as noteworthy for carrying different
passports during an era of peak nationalism, there
was no other choice.
The Great Southern Land
In 1950, Eva and Charles left Germany and embarked
on a southwards journey over many months by boat.
Two uncertain adults, a baby, and another baby
in term. My mum, the firstborn, had been born in
Landshut in early 1949, and Eva was pregnant with
Eva Junior, my aunt.
Many choices were made at that time. By choosing
movement, it was clear that Eva and Charles were
expressing the self-belief to remake their life in a
new environment. The corn kernel of trauma which
eviscerates memory, action and morality had been
rejected and hope had been chosen.
Geographically, it was not certain that Charles
and Eva move to the island continent. As refugees,
they were given the choice between Australia or
Venezuela. Australia though still enacting the White
Australia Policy which discriminated against nonAnglo-Saxon immigrants, was somewhat relaxed
in these policies as part of its “Populate or Perish”
agenda. Fear of a Japanese invasion was such that
southern, central and eastern Europeans could be
tolerated. In 1946 Venezuela had established the
Venezuelan Institute of Immigration and was a firm
supporter of the International Refugee Organisation,
the precursor to the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees. As part of their
policy position Venezuela embraced European
migration, including Germans. It was a toss-up–Eva
and Charles chose Australia because they thought
they could have a better life here.
Whilst they aspired to a better life, upon moving to
Australia, they did not take it for granted. Without
speaking English and being racial outsiders in a time
and place where Germans and Eastern Europeans
were anathema to Australian identity, they still had
to survive. In the 1950s, sending their children to
primary school, the girls were marked as foreign
and were even kicked by their teachers and named

a racially derogatory “kraut.” My mother was
marketed to Kellogg’s and appeared on a cereal
box as “Little Swiss Heidi.” Still, the mixed messages
of the situation were put aside and Omi and Opi
gave their daughters every opportunity they could.
Besides this, safety was found in familiarity—the
food they carried with them in their diaspora, the
quiet knowingness of friends who, without words,
understood the hardships endured during their
move to the Antipodes.
Eva, Omi, Charles and Opi first lived in Blacktown
in Western Sydney. They then moved to
Wentworthville. Beyond these stories, little is said
or recorded. Of these first years it is remembered
by all that they worked hard. Opi would have easily
spent eighty hours a week toiling, earning money for
his wife and three daughters. Eva, who had had her
own fledgling career in Germany as a draftswoman,
would have worked the same number of hours
caring for her family. The little remaining time was
spent forging friendships with other German and
Hungarian immigrants. Despite the contrast from
Europe marked by Christmas time snow to the
Australian heat, Omi, Opi and the family did not eat
ice-cream for well over a decade after they arrived.
Building a legacy
As the years continued Omi and Opi’s philosophies
hardened. They only wanted to spend money on
education, housing, and family– the very things
that had been taken away from them in Europe. Opi
would put the car in neutral to roll down hills, training
his children to save money. Omi would do hard
physical labour for hours in the beating Australian
sun, sweeping the footpath leading to the front door
multiple times a day, houseproud. She was iconic in
her Lindfield street for this ritual.
Throughout the 1980s and in the early 1990s, Omi
and Opi welcomed six grandchildren: Charles;
Robert; Eric; Julia; me and Gordon into the fold.
Treated with love and commitment. Just as they
had taught their three daughters they would teach
their grandchildren about the importance of family,
education, hard work, and frugality.
Omi and Opi bequeathed money to all their
grandchildren upon our birth, expressly for the
purpose of education. In our younger years,
Omi attended and supported us at after-school
swimming classes at Lindfield Public School. On the
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other hand, Opi wiled away in the backyard weeding
and listening to SBS German and SBS Hungarian. The
house and garage had decades worth of wafer-thin
toilet paper stockpiled from the previous decades.
Opi had accumulated this from access to toilet paper
in public places and through past employers such as
Sydney Water. It was not until well into the 2010s
that this was finally fully consumed and money had
to be spent on the “unnecessary” category of the
consumer goods of toilet paper.
Like so many immigrant families, we were raised to
be tight knit. This was the close dynamic that Omi
and Opi wanted, and one they protected fiercely.
Given they had settled in Lindfield, the McPhedrans,
my family, moved close by to Gordon, the HanzmannJohnsons, my cousins’ family, to Roseville, and Eva
Hanzmann Junior, my aunt, was in Roseville Chase.
Omi and Opi’s house was the sun around which the
family orbited. Love, bonding, laughter and political
conjecture all regularly took place during the
extended family gatherings in Lindfield.
Our life courses, in many ways, coalesced. My eldest
brother Charles was the first to work at Target
Chatswood and half-a-decade later, myself, Julia and
Robert all worked there. When I started working at
Target, Eva Senior and Eva Junior would visit Robert,
Julia and I during our shifts. Passing through my
register, Eva Junior would agitate for me to give them
plastic bags so they could line their house bins with
them instead of buying garbage bags. Upon the end
of our shifts, I would often visit Omi and Opi’s house
before preparing for the next school or uni day.
The matriarch
After the grief associated with Opi’s passing in 2002
Omi became our matriarch. It was a role that fit her
effortlessly, naturally, and lovingly—and the family
recognised her as our true moral leader. During this
period her grandchildren made their way towards
adulthood. First Charles moved to New York and
then to Berlin. I went on exchange to Germany
twice while in high school. And, my cousin Julia and
I both lived with Omi during our shared HSC year.
In that year Omi overindulged us with her cooking,
love and hugs. She helped me practice for HSC
German Continuers. This was a language that she
was reticent to speak, as in her own eyes she had
long since become a “true blue” Australian. Whilst
Omi’s closest friends were German and Hungarian
immigrants, she viewed herself as Australian first and

foremost. As many of her peers did, she distanced
herself from trauma of the past and recognised and
was grateful for the opportunities Australia had
provided.

most prized photos with Omi. Easter 2019 was spent
at her own house in Lindfield, and suddenly in May
2019 she was no longer with us.

During her eighties Omi remained active even as
many of her German Australian and Hungarian
Australian friends passed away. She lived alone and
remained the transfixing moral and emotional sun
that the family orbited. Whenever we slipped out of
the country for travel, study or work, she was upset.
In the case of my brother Charles who had lived
overseas since 2006, she would often cry upon his
departure, fearful that she may never see him again.

We have all been made by Omi in our own way.
Personally, I am soft-hearted yet steely willed. I am
both connected to and disconnected from German
language and culture. I love German breads, potato
salads, rich desserts, and Hungarian goulash.
And I know that everything in life is malleable and
contextual including privilege and exclusion. Just
as education and emotional honesty were prized by
Omi, so too I prize the power of knowledge for both
self and social development.

In 2014, I was living in South America when Omi had
a heart attack. I ran a marathon in October 2014 in
tribute to Omi. Wearing a sleeveless top, provided
by the marathon organisers, thirty-six hours
later I embarked on a seventy-two-hour bus ride
from Buenos Aires to Lima. In Lima I had to attend
hospital myself for excruciating sunburn to my pale
shoulders. Omi and I both got out of hospital but her
fortunes took a more permanent turn. After 2014
Omi began to have a number of falls and her three
loving daughters chose to take care of her full-time.
In Omi’s final years it was clear that she was
proud of her entire family. Omi loved everyone
unconditionally. It was her unyielding expectation
that that love was reciprocated unquestioningly,
both to her and among the rest of us. It is for this
reason that Omi voted “yes” in the 2017 Australian
Marriage Equality Survey. Many heated arguments
were had during this time amongst the extended
family, but never with Omi. Ultimately it was Omi’s
leadership that signalled inclusion for her two gay
grandsons. All of the family voted either in favour of
marriage equality or abstained from voting. Family
members did not speak to each other for months,
however all remained in contact with Omi and
eventually the hurt was put aside as she wanted.
As she aged into her nineties Omi became more and
more housebound. Weekly trips to Coles Lindfield,
where she would purchase groceries in thirty dollar
increments and then distribute petrol vouchers
amongst the family, were given up. Her rare trips out
of the family were for calendar events. Christmas
2018 in Drummoyne which was a stinking hot day.
A photo of her great-granddaughter Alana, Omi,
myself and my cousin Julia from that day is one of my

Eva Hanzmann—a legacy

Still, communication is a reductionist endeavour.
There can never be enough words in human
language to describe things, events and people.
Morally powerful people such as Omi achieve and
show their intent through their actions—in the end
this is how they are remembered. Omi will forever be
present in the lives of her friends and family because
of how she lived her life and the choices she made, far
more than because of her words. Omi was endlessly
strong, compassionate, resourceful, determined,
and in the end a leader of the closest bond through
which humans are connected—family.
Omi is survived by her ninety-eight-year-old sister
in law Magda, three daughters, eight grandchildren
(including two grandchildren-in-law), and one great
granddaughter.

Cameron McPhedran
Cam is a keen writer, reader and editor. He is a
past editor of Tharunka, UNSWeetened and History
in the Making and has been published in creative
writing and journalism publications in Australia and
South America. This is his first, grateful, foray into a
WestWords publication.
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WILFRED ROACH

The sandpit
The school bell rang for our fifteen minute break.
Great! I can join the others in the playground for a
game of flick cards.
I hurried to pack my books into my satchel, and with
two friends, Thomas and Riccardo, ran down Fryent
Junior School`s stone corridor into a light cool spring
day to the tune of shouts from Riccardo, a burly boy
with dark skin like mine, and a piercing voice.
“Come on or we’ll be late for the match!” We were
both aged nine, and had been friends since my
arrival at Fryent a few months before in 1970. We
reached the brick wall out of breath but far enough
away from the noise of most of the other children to
be in our own oasis of enjoyment.
I pushed into the huddle of boys who were gesturing
and laughing as one of the others readied himself
for the contest. Before him a row of eight football
cards lined up against the wall showed the crest of
the Manchester United Football team. The boy held
a single card between his fingers with an eye closed,
aiming at the row of cards, and then with a flick
sound it flew through the air, hit the cards, but failed
to dislodge any.
“Aaah” was the initial reaction from the group, and
then we turned on him chanting, “You lost, you lost,
you lost,” the chorus dying to a whisper. The boy
who’d picked the “winning card” off the ground and
thrust it into my hand was the owner of the cards, my
friend, Phillip. We looked into each other’s eyes but
neither of us spoke as I placed the card between my
fingers, bent my body into a crouch and proceeded
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to flick the card with vigour as if I were punching
someone. It hit the Man U cards, demolishing the
display.
“Yes, yes,” the boys shouted. “He won.”
All except Phillip, whose face had reddened, which
meant he was angry. Turning away from him, I
accepted the backslapping from the boys – “You’re
great!” – as my smile began to thin and disappear.
I recalled the day my friend Sharon – pale-skinned,
slightly taller than me, with sandy blond hair –
watched the game from a distance and was curious.
“Why aren’t girls allowed to play flick cards?” she
asked.
I avoided her gaze. “Well, it’s about football cards
and which team you support,” and then, my tone
coarsening, “Girls don’t play football do they?” She
remained silent but was confused. I hoped this would
end what I felt was a pointless discussion, thinking,
Sometimes girls don’t get it, and irritated that I
should have to explain this ritual.
“You have a pack of your favourite football team
cards, you take some of the cards from your pack,
line them up against the wall, your opponent takes
a single card and flicks it against the standing cards,
and if he knocks them down he wins the other boy’s
pack of football cards!”
Why would girls care about that? I thought, as if it
should be self-evident to her.
The sign for us to return to our classroom was a
“tingling, tingling” bell sound as a teacher slowly
walked around the playground, ringing the bell by
hand.
My enthusiasm of the last fifteen minutes and my
excitement about winning had vanished as we
walked silently back to our class. The boys called our
teacher “The Kangaroo” on account of her height
and being Australian. I had no idea where Australia
was, but Miss Smith, white as chalk with greying
dark hair, was a teacher I grew to dislike. One day
her finger grabbed my ear, twisting it repeating as
she asked, “Don’t you understand?” and I tried to get
away from her.
As I entered Miss Smith’s classroom, I took a chair
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and desk next to a seated Phillip, whispering to him,
“When can I have the pack of cards I won?”

our business or washing our dirty linen in public”
which was one of her favourite sayings.

He ignored me. “Philip did you hear me?” There was
no response from him.

I obeyed my mum’s repeated strictures about not
referring to “our business” nor inquiring into anyone
else’s. Why can’t I speak about what we do at home?
I thought. Although I wanted to tell Phillip about my
family life, the moment never seemed right, and he
remained sad, quietly sad, about his own home life. I
fantasised, comforting myself with the thought that
as an adult I would be able to say and do exactly what
I wanted.

As Miss Smith announced, “Class, can you have
your book ready?” with her finger poised at the
chalk board, I realised he wasn`t going to give me
his cards. Anger consumed me and I ignored his
presence for the rest of that class.
Ever since we’d met on my first day at the school, I’d
been struck by Phillip’s quiet refusal to do anything
he didn`t want to do, usually with a silent stare or the
words, “No Wilfred.” This meant in tone and quiet
measure that he had made up his mind.
He told me that he had siblings but they weren’t at
the school. He also told me, “Dad doesn’t live with us
anymore.” His father had left their home after a row
with his Mum.
My family was important to me in a way I could not
name, but although Phillip’s Dad wasn’t present in
his life, that never bothered me even though it did
cause concern to other children. Phillip told me he
would be teased: “You’re an orphan, you don’t have
a Dad.” I remembered what Dad would say to me on
a Sunday after lunch, quoting from the Bible, “Let
not you judge lest you be judged by others.” I hoped
God didn`t judge me for my thoughts, as I knew I
was a bad boy, yet in moments of guilt I searched my
thoughts and could find no convincing evidence that
he would find me innocent.
I felt an increased sense of responsibility and
increased feelings of protectiveness towards Phillip
as he did not have a father with him,
At first I would see him in the playground standing
alone and would approach with, “Hello, Phillip,”
eyeing him, and he would respond with a simple,
“Hello, Wilfred,” with his eyes to the ground. And so
our conversation would follow tentatively. Since we
both lived on the same housing estate, I would look
out for him and travel home with him on the No. 52
bus and we’d chat about this and that. I was happy
just to be in his company.
Still, I was protective of information about my
home, reluctant to talk about what we did there. I
remembered Mum’s words about “not discussing

Phillip was taller than me and slim, pale-skinned, and
with a shock of blond hair. He enticed me with a softly
spoken reticence. His voice was soft in comparison
with some of my louder friends like Riccardo, and I
had to listen carefully to understand what he said.
I was worried that as Phillip had ignored me at school
it would mean the end of our friendship. I couldn’t
tell Mum. I could never bring friends home or play
with them after school. So how could she help? I
held onto my feelings of anger towards Phillip. But
I missed him.
One morning again not seeing Phillip on the bus
to school, I thought about approaching one of our
mutual friends to speak to him about the cards.
Riccardo, who had been born in London to parents
from the Caribbean island of Barbados, came to
mind. The thing about Riccardo was that he had no
“off” switch when it came to speaking, particularly
in class. He’d talk incessantly in a nasal twang about
“… Dr Who, and did you see what happened with the
Daleks, and I think he should have been exterminated
…”
Miss Smith did not appreciate what Dr Who meant,
she only saw me sitting next to Riccardo, and I was
the one called up to explain why I was talking. I
stammered, “Well, you see Miss …”
That was enough. “Wilfred, go and stand in the
dunce’s corner and turn your back until I say you can
turn round.”
This humiliation usually lasted the remainder of the
lesson. I swore never to speak to Riccardo again but
always did. He had such an irresistible smile and
story to tell.
No, I thought, unreliable Riccardo will not do! I’ll have
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to sort this out myself. My other friend, Thomas,
told me that disputes over the cards were resolved
by both boys fighting it out in the school sandpit at
the end of the school day. The sandpit was located at
the end of the playground, built high off the ground.
There was a significant risk of being caught by the
headmistress, Mrs Barnwell, or even being caned
with a long thin piece of wood applied to the backside
or, if you were lucky, on your hand. Whatever the
punishment, it would be followed up with a written
letter to your parents.
To use my fists to resolve my dispute with Phillip
seemed silly but I felt hurt and thought this act of
physical violence might take the emotional pain
away. I steeled myself to go up to Phillip during
the lunchbreak in the school playground. He was
standing by himself in deep thought. I wondered
whether he was thinking about the “incident.”
As I approached he pretended, by turning his head
away from me, that he had not seen me. When the
moment came, I tried hard to look at his face but
found it difficult and kept looking away too. But I
managed to tell him I was not happy about the flick
card game and wanted to resolve it with a fight after
school.
“Would you come?” I asked.
After a short hesitation he said, “Yes,” in the soft
voice I had come to know and like. I thought This is
it, as I swiftly walked away, feeling a sort of happiness
mixed with fear and asking myself, Can I really do
this?
My thoughts ran on to, “My friend, Phillip.” I had my
doubts but I was determined to go through with it.

iron fence in my mind between that heavy concern
and what I was getting myself involved in. If I was
caught, I would get at least the cane and also lose a
friendship. But I didn’t really know what else I could
do about the situation.

Then my words came sotto voce addressed to Phillip,
“I’m going to lower my arms and if you want to hit
me, that’s fine, I will keep my hands by my side.” Then
I added, “You are my friend and I could never hurt
you.”

It’s now or never, I thought as I sensed it was time
for me to leave the toilets. I stealthily muffled the
sound of my breathing and footsteps as I left the
toilet. I looked around, and with not a soul in sight, I
focussed on the quickest way to get out of the school
block and to the sandpit.

With a great sense of relief, I rested my arms by my
side. Tears came to my eyes again and to Phillip, who
had said nothing up to that moment.

I also seemed at that moment to have a remarkable
freedom that did not exist for me in the school day –
that is, I could go where I wanted and no one would
stop me or ask me questions. Before I knew it, I was
at the edge of the sandpit which was boarded high
by wooden beams, which could be seen from Miss
Barnwell’s office even though it was located on the
edge of the playing field.
I didn’t think she was in the office, but still you never
knew. The old girl sometimes appeared seemingly
out of thin air with a nasty look on her face.
The minutes hung heavily and then in one bewitched
moment, Phillip was standing in front of me.
I felt myself soften as I gazed at him but then
corrected myself, remembering why I was there.
Without a word I stepped into the sandpit. Phillip
followed. The scene resembled those boxing
matches, Muhammed Ali vs. Joe Frasier, favoured by
Dad and Mum, which we had to watch as a family, the
only upside being that I got to stay up late!

Phillip and I both understood that we’d meet in the
sandpit before 5 pm and I had to use my cunning
to evade any teacher. It was understood that if you
didn’t show up then you had “bottled it”, which
meant the other person had won the argument and
it was settled in favour of the one who had turned up.

Now that I was steeled to fight, I put my fists up.
They had the capacity to seriously hurt someone
taller than me, even as tall as Phillip. This worried me
but I could not turn back now. I stood and waited. I
realised that despite all my anger at the idiocies and
injustices that adults had perpetrated against me, I
had never hit anyone. I always took it out on myself, I
thought, and at this moment my tears began to flow.

As I hid in the boys toilet, I was sure just by this action
I would not “bottle” it and as I waited I realised that I
would be late home. So Mum would know something
was wrong. I always followed Mum’s rules to the
letter, never overtly questioning her unquestionable
authority. But here I was hiding in the toilets, evading
Mrs Barnwell and every other teacher. So I put an

I recalled one of Dad’s Sunday stories of a great
uncle in his twenties who was a “huge” man and had
sworn at his mother, who was a small woman. Dad
said she threatened to hit him with her hand, and he
said, “Mama, if you wish to hit me then I shall keep my
hands at my side like a gentleman.” And here I was
wanting to strike a dear friend!

“I am your friend, and sorry,” I continued.
Phillip regarded me for a moment with both his fists
held high. He did not reply but slowly lowered his
fists and started to cry. We each moved towards the
other in the middle of the sandpit and we embraced,
holding each other tight – I with my eyes shut. Then
after what seemed a long time, we moved apart,
looked at each and laughed. In that moment I knew
our friendship was as solid as could be, and we
walked away, arms wrapped around each, laughing
together at the day’s nonsense.
Postscript
A few years later Phillip followed me to secondary
school where we remained quiet friends. But he
spoke little and seemed lost. He left school when the
official school leaving age was raised from 14 to 16
years.
I heard nothing more about him but often wondered
what had happened to him. Then one day many years
after I had left school and was working , a mutual
friend told me Phillip had joined the army which,
given what I knew of him, astonished me. And that
not long afterwards, he’d been in a brawl in the
notorious Neasden Underpass near our old school.
And had been stabbed through the heart and died
shortly after. I was stunned and devastated knowing
that I’d never had the courage to remind him of that
day. I visited the site where he died and said a silent
prayer for him, with those same tears in my eyes.

Wilfred Roach
I write stories that uncover the past however
bittersweet it maybe; but reconnect me to what I
know in my soul has been present from the day I took
my first breath, that is to love and be loved.
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ANDREW (UNDI) LEE

Korean faggots
Nothing could take away the currency of ghetto glamour,
violence and street cred from Kevin, a self-proclaimed
animal who took joy in pickpocketing and sleeping on
rusty benches in parks. For he was a westie cunt. An Asian
cunt. A poor, go back to your own country faggot cunt,
who rejected the migrant dream and appeasing others—
Fervently proud to be a Korean who liked the taste of his
own blood.
I on the other hand lived the assimilated formula. The
obedient Catholic altar boy who listened to my elders,
respected the hierarchy and feared the Bible’s lessons of
eternal damnation. I wasn’t that vulgar faggot cunt like my
compatriot Kevin, the foul-mouthed, chain-smoking, gaesae-kki who was always soaring in his own world. He was
my complete opposite and I really don’t know what he saw
in me. This self-sabotaging, quietly spoken and closeted
homo. Though his company was always reassuring as I
didn’t know any other queer Korean Australians my age, or
any at all for that fact.
In seventh grade I was told to stay away from him by my
school principal as an attempt to separate the fruit from
spoiling. I ignored her of course, but in ninth grade he was
kicked out of school. Despite both of us not being surprised
that he lasted that long, I was crushed by the fact that our
best soccer player was no longer in the team. He was my
striker and I was his left wing. Literally his wing man who set
up his goals. I only wished that I could have done that more
for him in life.
One thing he used to enjoy doing was shoplifting and
more often than enough I was his lookout. We only stole
from big corporations because he always told me that
Asians were being underpaid in factories overseas. So one
day he rocked up to school and I truanted the second half
of the day. The other boys loved it when he came back to
school, even though it was only for mediation between
one of the substitute teachers he fought with. Basically
Kevin knocked the substitute teacher out and sent him to
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the hospital. A fourteen-year-old standing up to an
adult and planting him cold on the floor. Quite the
disastrous scandal, but a legendary story as we
all knew the teacher was a racist. Kevin’s fists had
no filter of how he felt and he could never tolerate
injustice. During his mediation with the substitute
teacher Kevin spat at the principal leaving him no
chance of any redemption. So with Kevin and his
newly blonde bleached and buzz cut hair, we headed
to Parramatta Westfield shopping centre. An airconditioned refuge for drug runners, underage
credit card scammers and young mothers trying
to escape the heat with their newborn babies. Then
there was us, two little shit cunt Koreans, filling their
void by robbing the rich.

Entering the sportswear store was like entering an
overpriced concentration camp of gym junkies and
overenthusiastic sales personnel flirting, flexing and
revealing as much flesh as possible. They used their
bodies as trophies from their countless hours of
press benching, squatting and deadlifting, all for the
female species. Kevin didn’t give a shit about these
muscle freaks as he was focussed on his mission. I
would get distracted by the cheap body deodorant
intoxicating the whole shop with their cookiecutter concepts of masculinity. I was drawn to it and
despised it. Maybe I just secretly wished they were
flirting with me.

I must admit that I never really had the ability to
stay calm during Kevin’s willin escapades. All my
skin would go bright red whenever I felt I was doing
something wrong.

“Oi! Focus and put your tongue back in your mouth.”

“It’s what I find irresistible about you”, he often would
say, “Your blood vessels just have high morals.” I
hated it.
It was actually more than that as I suffer from a
chronic and rare blood vessel disease, restrictive,
dysfunctional and irregular. I just never shared that
with him or anyone outside my family because I was
told that I would most likely die young from this
disease. Basically I convinced myself that that if I
never vocalised it or wrote it down, It would never
become true and I would die old.

Kevin punched me.

“Fuck off.”
“You’re such a faggot.”
“Go eat a dick, cunt.”
“Whatever squinty eyes.”
Kevin would shoot out this wistful smile when I broke
the altar boy mould and was vulgar with him.
However, those words irked me, “Korean faggot”.
Not because of it was offensive, but for the fact that a
Korean faggot couldn’t exist in the Korean Australian
community. We were non-existent, excluded and
almost erased by our culture of denialism. Also being
dirt poor meant we weren’t allowed to be gay for some
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reason. Like it was only for the elite and educated.
Kevin hated when I spoke about ‘gay issues’. It made
him uncomfortable as he was so comfortable with
being gay. Though he had nothing to lose, no family
honour to uphold or any shame. He was depleted
from it before he was even born. Kevin’s mother
migrated to Australia from France in the 1980s,
but not how everyone would think. He was born in
an attic in Paris after his mother fled Iran during the
Islamic Revolution. For you see, his mother was the
maid of one of the Persian princesses while his father
worked for a Korean construction company building
Iran’s highways. When the Islamic Revolution broke
out the princess gave Kevin’s mother nuggets of
gold and precious jewels to start a new life in France.
However, she never received papers to reside in
France or any of the other same privileges that the
royal family received, so for years she lived a nonexistent and low key life. As for his father, he was
never tracked down after the revolution, so all links
to him were unfortunately lost.
“One day I will write about you. This gay Korean
conceived in revolution and born with treasures
from the Persian empire,” Kevin would laugh every
time I’d say this.
“Just don’t focus on all the shit things that happened
in our lives”, he would reply.
Kevin had his ritual of scanning the store as I set
myself up to be his extra pair of eyes. As usual, I’d
flush red as he swiftly stuffed clothes up his jumper.
Puma, Champion, Nike, Adidas—the brands of

ghetto glamour suburbia. Oversized and baggy.
Acting as a concealment of our insecurities and
fashioning it as trendy. The second test for juvenile
shoplifters came at the exit. The dreaded alarm
gatekeeper of our ticket to social assimilation
amongst the older boys in our neighbourhood. Our
sprouting facial hair and cheap sneakers wouldn’t
cut it. Street cred in the suburbs mattered a lot
more for those who were excluded from the real
privileges of life. Every time the alarm sounded off,
there would be an instant rush of adrenalin. Our
hearts pounding with this stinging desire to mask
our pain. Dashing through the mall, dodging people
like fighter pilots during the Korean war. Though
our war wasn’t for ideology, it was a war for feeling
some sense of control in our lives, claiming back a
fraction of our identities of what was taken from us
when we were not allowed to be who we wanted to
be. Independent from powers supressing us. Telling
us how we should live, who we should be friends with
and most of all, having the freedom to exist as vulgar
and proud Korean faggots.

Andrew (undi) Lee

T

Andrew Lee, also known as “undi”, is a KoreanAustralian writer who works both in film and theatre.
He has great passion for writing intimate narratives
from the Korean diaspora and queer identities that
live on the margins.
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elegy for the horizon
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